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OBSERVATIONS OF CURRENT FLOW TO A POSITIVELY P*JLARIZEO ELECTRODE IN A QCIESCEKT XACKETOFLASMA 
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The study of current flow to an electrode 

immersed in cotltsionlcss magnetized plasms is 

important for the operation of plasaa probes, plasma 

confinement research and space-based experiments, 

rreviimn works show that an electrode polarized with 

a voltare pulse above the plasaa potential, within a 

risetiae faster than the ion transit tiae. can 

collect .-urrents far in excess than the current 

predicted by the Langauir probe theory |i|. In this 

work wr nU'iid these studies to (lie ensue where I lie 

current flow causes ionization. We were able to show 

experimentally that a large aaount of current 

collected by the electrode is relaced to an anomalous 

transport process driven by strong turbulences [2|. 

The experiaent was performed in a large plasaa 

machine U-3.0m, D-i.Sa) located at the University 

of California in Los Angeles (Figure I) (3). A 

quiescent plasma is produced by a thermionic 

discharge between a highly transparent grounded grid 

and an oxtde coated nickel plate cathode, indirectly 

heated. Plasaa densities between lo"cn~3 to 10l2cn~3 

and electron teaperatures between I.SeV to 5.0eV are 

easily obtained in this device depending on the 

external magnetic field and on the neutral gas 

pressure, typically 30Gauss and 4.0» ICf'torr with 

Argon, respectively. 
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Fig. I. Quiescent plasms device. 

The Investigation of plasma instabilities and 

electron heating d-jring the current flow was carried 

out by using a specially designed multiple probe. It 

is aade of a Tantalum disc electrode with a centered 

2aa dlaaeter hole, a grid energy analyser placed 

behind the probe and an RF probe placed In front of 

the electrode. It can also have different 

orientations with respect to the magnetic field and 

the current collected by the electrode is acasured by 

a Rogowsky coll. All measurements arc made during the 

afterglow of the discharge with 10 to 20 shots to 

take averaee of the signals. The collected current 

behavior at» the voltage pulse increases Is shown In 

the Figure 2. For voltages near the plasma potential 

(1.5 volts), the current is the sane as predicted by 

the theory. As the voltage pulse increases the 

electron drift velocity also increases, and a low 

frequency instability develops. The current 

overshoots have a period of ?us, comparable to the 

ion transit time of -vl.Sus. This is the time required 

for an inn bunch to be expelled out of the current 

channel due to positive space charges. 
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Fig. 2. Electrode currents for different voltages. 

Ve also observe the current flow for higher 

pressures "vl.5 * I0"3torr and higher voltages M O O 

volts. In this case the first current overshoot 

remains the same, but the low frequency instability 

is replaced by another long current overshoot due to 

a localized Ionization process in front of the 

electrode (Figure 3). The signals detected by the RF 

probe an! processed by a spectrum analyser at f • 10 

MHz show the presence of high frequency unstable 
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waves during the current flow for both regis**. 

Farther observations show highly nonlinear turbulent 

waves developing below and above the ion plasaa 

frequeue* t"WNHz), indicating a possible Rnneann 

tn^f.iMIIIv :mj >-»ntlrmlng (he relation between tin-

annaalnns l.irge currents and a current driven 

instability. The formation of a double layer like 

structure due to Ionization was also investigated 

(Figure * ) . The electron temperature (k_T ) and 
D e 

plasaa potential it .) profiles show the existence 

of an anna» I mis rrsistlvity due to electron 

scattering by the turbulent waves. The occurrence ot 

the plasaa contactor effect is also possible as 

indicated by the electron density profiles at the 

electrode vicinity |4|, 
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Fig. 3. Electrode current and RF signals. 
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Fig. *. PlasM potential, electron temperature and 

density profiles. 

by electrons with drift velocity above the electron 

thermal velocity give rise to an anomalous 

enndutivity responsible for the observed large 

rnrrrat nvershoots. 
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In conclusion, the current flow to an electrode 

was investigated, specially when large and fast voltage 

pulses were applied to draw currents in magnetized 

plasmas. The current driven instabilities generated 


